SLOT 2: 11:40–12:40
11:40—DOCUMENTS IN IRISH FOREIGN POLICY / LIBRARY
DIFP—“The Doomsday document”: a 10-megaton nuclear attack on Dublin
Library—“Mapping our collections”
12:00—PUBLICATIONS / FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚL NA GAEILGE
PUBS—“An invitation to write for the Academy: how to pitch an article or book for publication”
FNG—“Using the historical corpus of Irish”
12:20—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS / DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
IHTA—“Cork 1842: the GIS of the city”
DMLCS—“Demonstrating the DMLCS database”
12:40—BREAK

SLOT 3: 14:00–15:20
14:00—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRELAND / DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
DRI—“The Archiving Reproductive Health project at the Digital Repository of Ireland”
DMLCS—“Demonstrating the DMLCS database”
14:20—ANALYSING AND RESEARCHING IRELAND NORTH AND SOUTH / FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚL NA GAEILGE
ARINS—“Analysing and Researching Ireland North and South: rewards and challenges”
FNG—“Using the historical corpus of Irish”
14:40—PUBLICATIONS / LIBRARY
PUBS—“Using our educational resources: curriculum-linked lesson plans available to secondary-school teachers”
Library—“Treasures of the Royal Irish Academy Library”

SLOT 4: 15:20–16:40
15:20—DOCUMENTS IN IRISH FOREIGN POLICY / LIBRARY
DIFP—“The public and heritage value of DIFP: discovering the Dalkey and Howth “Éire” signs”
Library—“Watercolours of Gabriel Beranger”
15:40—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS / FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚL NA GAEILGE
IHTA—“50,000 urban histories to your desktop: IHTA Online”
FNG—“Using the historical corpus of Irish”
16:00—GRANGEGORMAN HISTORIES / DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
GH—“Facilitating and accessing sources and resources to explore the histories of Grangegorman”
DMLCS—“Demonstrating the DMLCS database”
16:20—DICTIONARY OF IRISH BIOGRAPHY
“Telling Ireland’s story through biography: researching, writing and using the DIB”

Acadamh Ríoga na hÉireann
Royal Irish Academy
10:00—WELCOME
Mary Canning, Royal Irish Academy President

10:20—DOCUMENTS ON IRISH FOREIGN POLICY
John Gibney: ‘The 1921 Treaty exhibition’

10:40—LIBRARY
Barbara McCormack: ‘Mapping our collections: the OS200 Project’

11:00—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS
Sarah Gearty: ‘Mapping cities and suburbs: a cartographer’s perspective’

11:20—PUBLICATIONS
Meet the authors: books
Claire O’Connell: ‘Distilling the wisdom of masters’

11:40—DICTIONARY OF IRISH BIOGRAPHY
Liz Evers and Nav Gallagher: ‘Storytelling through biography: Irish lives in America’

12:00—DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
Anthony Harvey: ‘Digitisation: leveraging the value of the Dictionary’

12:20—FOCLOIR STAIRIÚIL NA GAEILGE
Charles Dillon: ‘Máirtín Ó Cadhain, lexicographer and writer’

12:40—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRELAND
Clare Lanigan: ‘The Archiving Reproductive Health project at the Digital Repository of Ireland’

13:00—GRANGE GORMAN HISTORIES
Aisling Roche: ‘Uncovering, cataloguing and commemorating the people, places and practices of Grange Gorman’

13:20—ANALYSING AND RESEARCHING IRELAND NORTH AND SOUTH
John Doyle: ‘Analysing and Researching Ireland North and South: rewards and challenges’

13:35—BREAK

14:00—DOCUMENTS IN IRISH FOREIGN POLICY
John Gibney: ‘DIFP: a user’s guide’

14:20—LIBRARY
Anita Cooper: ‘Digital collaborations: the eighteenth-century watercolours of Gabriel Beranger’

14:40—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS
Jennifer Moore: ‘The Topographical Information train of the IHTA: a platform for urban research’

15:00—DICTIONARY OF IRISH BIOGRAPHY
Terry Clavin and Turlough O’Riordan: ‘Curating the DIB: Irish Sporting Lives’

15:20—DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
Anthony Harvey: ‘Digitisation: leveraging the value of the Dictionary’

15:40—FOCLOIR STAIRIÚIL NA GAEILGE
Charles Dillon: ‘Máirtín Ó Cadhain, lexicographer and writer’

16:00—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRELAND
Clare Lanigan: ‘The Archiving Reproductive Health project at the Digital Repository of Ireland’

16:20—PUBLICATIONS
Meet the authors: journals
Mary Kelly Quinn: ‘Biodiversity of Ireland’s rivers – time to take stock’

16:45 CONCLUSION

COUNCIL ROOM / MEMBERS ROOM / LIBRARY

SLOT 1: 10:20–11:40

10:20—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRELAND / FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚIL NA GAEILGE
DRI—‘The Archiving Reproductive Health project at the Digital Repository of Ireland’
FNG—‘Using the historical corpus of Irish’

10:40—DICTIONARY OF IRISH BIOGRAPHY / DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
DIB—‘Telling Ireland’s story through biography: researching, writing and using the DIB’
DMLCS—‘Demonstrating the DMLCS database’

11:00—GRANGE GORMAN HISTORIES / LIBRARY
GH—‘Facilitating and accessing sources and resources to explore the histories of Grange Gorman’
Library—‘Treasures of the RIA Library’

11:20—ANALYSING AND RESEARCHING IRELAND NORTH AND SOUTH
‘Analysing and researching Ireland north and south: rewards and challenges’

DEMONSTRATIONS

MEETING ROOM

Project teams are available to answer queries when not demonstrating
10:00—WELCOME
Mary Canning, Royal Irish Academy President

10:20—DOCUMENTS IN IRISH FOREIGN POLICY
John Gibney: ‘The 1921 Treaty exhibition’

10:40—LIBRARY
Barbara McCormack: ‘Mapping our collections: the OS200 Project’

11:00—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS
Sarah Gearty: ‘Mapping cities and suburbs: a cartographer’s perspective’

11:20—PUBLICATIONS
Meet the authors: books
Clare O’Connell: ‘Distilling the wisdom of masters’

11:40—DICTIONARY OF IRISH BIOGRAPHY
Liz Evers and Niav Gallagher: ‘Storytelling through biography: Irish lives in America’

12:00—DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
Anthony Harvey: ‘Digitisation: leveraging the value of the Dictionary’

12:20—FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚIL NA GAEILGE
Charles Dillon: ‘Máirtín Ó Cadhain, lexicographer and writer’

12:40—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRELAND
Clare Lanigan: ‘The Archiving Reproductive Health project at the Digital Repository of Ireland’

13:00—GRANGEGORMAN HISTORIES
Asling Roche: ‘Uncovering, cataloguing and commemorating the people, places and practices of Grangegorman’

13:20—ANALYSING AND RESEARCHING IRELAND NORTH AND SOUTH
John Doyle: ‘Analysing and Researching Ireland North and South: rewards and challenges’

13:35—BREAK

14:00—DOCUMENTS ON IRISH FOREIGN POLICY
John Gibney: ‘DIFP: a user’s guide’

14:20—LIBRARY
Anita Cooper: ‘Digital collaborations: the eighteenth-century watercolours of Gabriel Beranger’

14:40—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS
Jennifer Moore: ‘The Topographical Information train of the IHTA: a platform for urban research’

15:00—DICTIONARY OF IRISH BIOGRAPHY
Terry Clavin and Turlough O’Riordan: ‘Curating the DIB: Irish Sporting Lives’

15:20—DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
Anthony Harvey: ‘Digitisation: leveraging the value of the Dictionary’

15:40—FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚIL NA GAEILGE
Charles Dillon: ‘Máirtín Ó Cadhain, lexicographer and writer’

16:00—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRELAND
Clare Lanigan: ‘The Archiving Reproductive Health project at the Digital Repository of Ireland’

16:20—PUBLICATIONS
Meet the authors: journals
Mary Kelly Quinn: ‘Biodiversity of Ireland’s rivers – time to take stock’

16:45 CONCLUSION

COUNCIL ROOM / MEMBERS ROOM / LIBRARY

SLOT 1: 10:20—11:40

10:20—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRELAND / FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚIL NA GAEILGE
DRI—‘The Archiving Reproductive Health project at the Digital Repository of Ireland’
FNG—‘Using the historical corpus of Irish’

10:40—DICTIONARY OF IRISH BIOGRAPHY / DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
DIB—‘Telling Ireland’s story through biography: researching, writing and using the DIB’
DMLCS—‘Demonstrating the DMLCS database’

11:00—GRANGEGORMAN HISTORIES / LIBRARY
GH—‘Facilitating and accessing sources and resources to explore the histories of Grangegorman’
Library—‘Treasures of the RIA Library’

11:20—ANALYSING AND RESEARCHING IRELAND NORTH AND SOUTH
‘Analysing and researching Ireland north and south: rewards and challenges’
10:00—WELCOME
Mary Canning, Royal Irish Academy President

10:20—DOCUMENTS IN IRISH FOREIGN POLICY
John Gibney: ‘The 1921 Treaty exhibition’

10:40—LIBRARY
Barbara McCormack: ‘Mapping our collections: the OS200 Project’

11:00—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS
Sarah Gearty: ‘Mapping cities and suburbs: a cartographer’s perspective’

11:20—PUBLICATIONS
Meet the authors: books, Clare O’Connell: ‘Distilling the wisdom of masters’

11:40—DICTIONARY OF IRISH BIOGRAPHY
Terry Clavin and Turlough O’Riordan: ‘Curating the DIB: Irish Sporting Lives’

12:00—DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
Anthony Harvey: ‘Digitisation: leveraging the value of the Dictionary’

12:20—FOCLOIR STAIRIUÍL NA GAEILGE
Charles Dillon: ‘Máirtín Ó Cadhain, lexicographer and writer’

12:40—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRELAND
Clare Lanigan: ‘The Archiving Reproductive Health project at the Digital Repository of Ireland’

13:00—GRANGEGORMAN HISTORIES
Aisling Roche: ‘Mapping cities and suburbs: a cartographer’s perspective’

13:20—ANALYSING AND RESEARCHING IRELAND NORTH AND SOUTH
John Doyle: ‘Analysing and Researching Ireland North and South: rewards and challenges’

13:40—BREAK

14:00—DOCUMENTS IN IRISH FOREIGN POLICY
John Gibney: ‘DIFP: a user’s guide’

14:20—LIBRARY
Anita Cooper: ‘Digital collaborations: the eighteenth-century watercolours of Gabriel Beranger’

14:40—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS
Jennifer Moore: ‘The Topographical Information train of the IHTA: a platform for urban research’

15:00—DICTIONARY OF IRISH BIOGRAPHY
Terry Clavin and Turlough O’Riordan: ‘Curating the DIB: Irish Sporting Lives’

15:20—DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
Anthony Harvey: ‘Digitisation: leveraging the value of the Dictionary’

15:40—FOCLOIR STAIRIUÍL NA GAEILGE
Charles Dillon: ‘Máirtín Ó Cadhain, lexicographer and writer’

16:00—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRELAND
Clare Lanigan: ‘The Archiving Reproductive Health project at the Digital Repository of Ireland’

16:20 — PUBLICATIONS
Meet the authors: journals, Mary Kelly Quinn: ‘Biodiversity of Ireland’s rivers – time to take stock’

16:45 CONCLUSION

COUNCIL ROOM / MEMBERS ROOM / LIBRARY

SLOT 1: 10:20—11:40

10:20—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRELAND / FOCLÓIR STAIRIUÍL NA GAEILGE
DIB—‘Using the Digital Repository of Ireland as a resource for research data in the humanities and social sciences’

DMLCS—‘Demonstrating the DMLCS database’

11:00—GRANGEGORMAN HISTORIES / LIBRARY
GH—‘Facilitating and accessing sources and resources to explore the histories of Grangegorman’

Library—‘Treasures of the RIA Library’

11:20—ANALYSING AND RESEARCHING IRELAND NORTH AND SOUTH
‘Analysing and researching Ireland north and south: rewards and challenges’
SLOT 2: 11:40–12:40
11:40—DOCUMENTS ON IRISH FOREIGN POLICY / LIBRARY
DIFP—’The Doomsday document’: a 10-megaton nuclear attack on Dublin
Library—’Mapping our collections’

12:00—PUBLICATIONS / FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚIL NA GAEILGE
PUBS—An invitation to write for the Academy: how to pitch an article or book for publication
FNG—’Using the historical corpus of Irish’

12:20—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS / DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
IHTA—’Cork 1842: the GIS of the city’
DMLCS—’Demonstrating the DMLCS database’

12:40—BREAK

SLOT 3: 14:00–15:20
14:00—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRISH / DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
DRI—’Using the Digital Repository of Ireland as a resource for research data in the humanities and social sciences’
DMLCS—’Demonstrating the DMLCS database’

14:20—ANALYSING AND RESEARCHING IRELAND NORTH AND SOUTH / FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚIL NA GAEILGE
ARINS—’Analysing and Researching Ireland North and South: rewards and challenges’
FNG—’Using the historical corpus of Irish’

14:40—PUBLICATIONS / LIBRARY
PUBS—Using our educational resources: curriculum-linked lesson plans available to secondary-school teachers
Library—’Treasures of the Royal Irish Academy Library’

SLOT 4: 15:20–16:40
15:20—DOCUMENTS IN IRISH FOREIGN POLICY / LIBRARY
DIFP—’The public and heritage value of DIFP: discovering the Dalkey and Howth “Éire” signs’
Library—’Watercolours of Gabriel Beranger’

15:40—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS / FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚIL NA GAEILGE
IHTA—’50,000 urban histories to your desktop: IHTA Online’
FNG—’Using the historical corpus of Irish’

16:00—GRANGEGORMAN HISTORIES / DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
GH—’Facilitating and accessing sources and resources to explore the histories of Grangegorman’
DMLCS—’Demonstrating the DMLCS database’

16:20—DICTIONARY OF IRISH BIOGRAPHY
’Telling Ireland’s story through biography: researching, writing and using the DIB’
Royal Irish Academy Open Day

SLOT 2: 11:40–12:40

11:40—DOCUMENTS IN IRISH FOREIGN POLICY / LIBRARY
DIFP—“The Doomsday document”: a 10-megaton nuclear attack on Dublin
Library—“Mapping our collections”

12:00—PUBLICATIONS / FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚL NA GAEILGE
PUBS—“An invitation to write for the Academy: how to pitch an article or book for publication”
FNG—“Using the historical corpus of Irish”

12:20—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS / DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
IHTA—“Cork 1842: the GIS of the city”
DMLCS—“Demonstrating the DMLCS database”

12:40—BREAK

SLOT 3: 14:00–15:20

14:00—DIGITAL REPOSITORY OF IRELAND / DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
DRI—The Archiving Reproductive Health project at the Digital Repository of Ireland
DMLCS—“Demonstrating the DMLCS database”

14:20—ANALYSING AND RESEARCHING IRELAND NORTH AND SOUTH / FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚL NA GAEILGE
ARINS—“Analysing and Researching Ireland North and South: rewards and challenges”
FNG—“Using the historical corpus of Irish”

14:40—PUBLICATIONS / LIBRARY
PUBS—“Using our educational resources: curriculum-linked lesson plans available to secondary-school teachers”
Library—“Treasures of the Royal Irish Academy Library”

SLOT 4: 15:20–16:40

15:20—DOCUMENTS ON IRISH FOREIGN POLICY / LIBRARY
DIFP—“Here and now: the public and heritage value of DIFP, discovering the Dalkey and Howth “Eire” signs”
Library—“Watercolours of Gabriel Beranger”

15:40—IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS / FOCLÓIR STAIRIÚL NA GAEILGE
IHTA—“50,000 urban histories to your desktop: IHTA Online”
FNG—“Using the historical corpus of Irish”

16:00—GRANGEGORMAN HISTORIES / DICTIONARY OF MEDIEVAL LATIN FROM CELTIC SOURCES
GH—“Facilitating and accessing sources and resources to explore the histories of Grangegorman”
DMLCS—“Demonstrating the DMLCS database”

16:20—DICTIONARY OF IRISH BIOGRAPHY
“Telling Ireland’s story through biography: researching, writing and using the DIB”

Acadamh Ríoga na hÉireann Royal Irish Academy